


CASE STUDY 
Multi-Modal Transportation Needs  // TMS Integration 

CUSTOMER ENGINEER ING  // 
 
BlueGrace had called on this account 

when they were still under the umbrella 

of the former parent company. We 

had made such an impression on the 

prospecting call, the business engaged us 

on the current situation. 

The first step was to meet the required 

pricing. BlueGrace took the customers 

data from the past year and put together 

a request for pricing to our core LTL carriers 

that ship US to US, US to Canada, Canada 

to Canada, and Canada to US. BlueGrace 

showed expertise in customer specific 

pricing negotiation and was able to keep 

this automotive suppliers pricing within 

percentage points of what it used to be 

with the former parent company. 

As shipments grew, the warehouse 

employees had grown tired of logging into 

a TMS and processing orders manually. 

BlueGrace integrated their in house built 

ERP system with BlueShip to make this two 

stage process a single step. Now when a 

SUMMARY //
 

A large automotive industry supplier, based in the Midwest, has just sold off one of their smaller suppliers. This 

supplier was just a portion of the parent companies’ business current business so they also lost the buying 

power of the large conglomerate. With short notice and demand at an all time high, the supplier has to 

setup their own effective transportation management system.
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SCENARIO // 

The automotive industry is finally coming back in North 

America after the recent recession. Transportation 

companies do not have the money to buy brand new 

equipment, but they can buy the heavy duty equipment 

they need to repair and update their current fleet. This 

automotive industry supplier provides the equipment 

needed to perform the needed maintenance. Once this 

automotive supplier is sold off, the orders don’t slow down, 

in fact they are still steadily coming in. They need to find an 

agile 3PL partner to help them with pricing, integration, and 

warehousing so their profits do not bottom out.

FIND A NEW 3PL PROVIDER DILEMMA //
 

What do we do now? That has to be what this automotive 

supplier was thinking when trying to determine how to 

handle their new logistics problem. They have multi-

modal transportation needs that require the use of LTL, 

truckload, expedited, international and rail. The orders 

have not stopped once they were sold off by corporate, 

so the speed of implementation was critical.  There have 

a number of warehouses in both the United States and 

Canada, all with items waiting to be shipped. 

BlueGrace met with the customer to completely 

understand their immediate needs:

 

 1. Find pricing as close to as possible to the former  

  parent company

 2. Find a TMS that could integrate into their in house  

  ERP system.

 3. Find a provider that could help with  

  Warehousing solutions

 4. Find a multi-modal capable 3pl partner

 

This was a lot to take on for any business, including a 3PL, so 

the pressure was on for both sides.

Continued on next page...

Rapid Implementation & Engineering

Kept Costs Within 

Percentage Points
Of Former Parent Company
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CONTINUED GROW TH //
 

BlueGrace provides scalability for growing companies to achieve 

their goals without labor or technology investments. Our expertise 

and processes provide our clients with the bandwidth to operate  

efficiently and drive direct cost reduction through our procurement 

and dedicated management. 

BlueGrace Logistics 
 
2846 S. Falkenburg Road 

Riverview, Florida 33578 

 

Phone: 800.MY.SHIPPING 

Fax: 813.626.7447 

 

Email:  

contactus@mybluegrace.com 

 

Web: 

www.mybluegrace.com 
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ABOUT BLUEGRACE //
 
Founded in 2009, BlueGrace Logistics is one of the largest third-party 
logistics (3PL) providers in the United States.  With over 500 employ-
ees and working with over 10,000 customers to provide successful 
shipping solutions, the company has achieved explosive growth in 
its nearly 10-year operating history. Backed by a $255 million invest-
ment by private equity firm Warburg Pincus, the company operates 
11 locations nationwide, and its headquarters are in the sunny Tampa 
Bay area of Florida.

For more information, visit www.mybluegrace.com

customer placed an order, the bill of lading was available to print in the ERP system. This streamlined the 

shipping process and providing employee time savings as the manual task of processing shipments was 

no longer needed. 

After further research of the customers shipping data, BlueGrace procured warehousing to help with 

lane consolidation and best value provider strategies. This on-going customer support and customer 

engineering is something that a 3PL partner should provide, but can be easily overlooks. BlueGrace 

provides services that many in-house logistic departments or even 3PLs may over look when servicing a 

customers account.
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